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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Thursday

Colleges complete semester plans
by David Slgworth
New« staff reporter
The process of converting the
University to an early semester
calendar is holding to schedule and
attention now swings to informing
students of the conversion effects.
Dr. Richard Eakin, chairman of
the conversion task force and executive vice provost for planning and
budgeting, said yesterday.

tact" between the colleges and the
students and that students should
not look to converting their program until the latter part of the
quarter, he said.

BUT WITH the completion last
month of policy conversions under
the auspices of Faculty Senate,
departmental course ana program
conversions and conversions by
administrative offices and university services, the colleges can beInformograms have been mailed gin to alert the students to the
from colleges, enlightening stu- basics, he said.
The task force will publish a
dents with various messages - depending on the source - concerning second fact sheet in the News later
this month, he said, which will
the calendar change, Eakin said.
He explained that the messages inform the students on the more
are basically a "first point of con- recent progress.

Eakin said the task force hopes
to initiate resident adviser and
peer advising programs to further
the information-giving process and
make the change "in as comfortable a fashion as we can."
Eakin said, however, that two
appeals have been filed by the
College of Business Adminstration
"to make ... considerations relative to their accreditation standards."
But, Eakin said, "In general,
things are going well and we're
holding to our time schedule quite
nicely. I can't say enough about the
cooperation exhibited by the faculty and college offices in keeping
this conversion on schedule."

January 7, 1982

Court clears U.S. Steel's
buying of Marathon stock
WASHINGTON (AP) - Chief Jus- Circuit Court of Appeals preventing
tice Warren Burger yesterday re- Mobil from joining in the bidding for
fused to block U.S. Steel Corp.'s Marathon stock.
proposed $6.3 billion takeover of MarThe appeals court ruled that Moathon Oil.
bil's acquisition of Marathon probaThe refusal cleared the way for U.S. bly would violate federal antitrust
Steel to begin buying Marathon's laws. Marathon, based in Findlay,
shares after midnight yesterday.
Ohio, is the 17th largest oil company.
For the second time in a week,
Burger turned down an emergency
IN ITS FORMAL APPEAL, Mobil
request by rival bidder Mobil Oil.
argues that the appeals court failed to
Burger's action was announced consider Mobil's agreement to sell
minutes before 5 p.m. - seven hours part of Marathon's assets to another
before the takeover was scheduled to oil company.
begin.
Mobil made that agreement with
Amerada Hess Corp. of New York
HIS BRIEF ORDER said he had earlier this month in an effort to
first consulted other members of the satisfy the antitrust concerns of U.S.
court, adding: "no contrary views District Judge John Manos in Clevehaving been expressed, the (emer- land, who originally blocked Mobil's
gency request) is denied."
bid.
Manos ruled that because Mobil and
Mobil, the nation's second-largest
oil company, had asked Burger to Marathon compete for petroleum
freeze the takeover fight until the full products sales in parts of the MidSupreme Court has a chance to hear a west, antitrust laws might be violated
formal appeal Mobil filed last week. if Mobil were allowed to gain control
Mobil spokesman John Flint said, of Marathon under its $6.5 billion
"We're evaluating our overall posi- takeover bid.
tion." He said the oil company would
not take any further legal action, such
MOBIL HAS CONTENDED that by
as seeking help from some other selling Marathon's marketing and
Supreme Court justice, before mid- refining assets to Amerada Hess it
night.
could avoid the antitrust problems
Kent Hampton, Marathon's general anticipated by Judge Manos and the
counsel, said, "We view Chief Justice 6th Circuit Court.
Mobil wants Marathon's estimated
Burger's decision with a great deal of
satisfaction. From the beginning, we $2.8 billion holdings in the Yates oilhave maintained that Mobil's bid, if field in Texas.
U.S. Steel, offering $125 a share, has
allowed to proceed, would violate both
the spirit and letter of antitrust laws received tenders for about 90 percent
...concluding the U.S. Steel offer is a of Marathon's stock although it is
good development for the consumer seeking to buy only 51 percent for
as \ ell as for Marathon shareholders cash. The remaining shares would be
acquired in an exchange of U.S. Steel
and employees.'
The appeal, which is still pending notes with an estimated current marand may not be acted on for months, ket value of about $85 for each Marchallenges a ruling by the 6th U.S. athon share.

U.S. Steel's offer is valued at about
$6.3 billion - less than Mobil's - but
Marathon management favors the
U.S. Steel offer, in part because the
steelmaker would keep Marathon intact and leave its headquarters in
Findlay.
BESIDES THE TWO adverse lower
court rulings, Mobil's proposed takeover of Marathon also faces an antitrust challenge from the Federal
Trade Commission.
The FTC sued in federal court in
Cleveland to stop Mobil's bid, but no
hearing has yet been held on that suit.
Burger turned down Mobil's emergency request last Wednesday, citing
a Supreme Court rule that generally
disallows such help unless it first has
been sought in appropriate lower
courts.
Mobil then returned to Judge Manos
- who rejected the request last Thursday - and to the 6th Circuit Court which turned Mobil down Monday.
"We are not convinced that Mobil's
'hold separate' proposal which would
cut Marathon's refining and marketing operations from its oilfield production and reserves would cure the
firobable antitrust violations. It would
eave Marathon's refining and marketing operations at the mercy of
basic suppliers (like Mobil) and make
it more vulnerable to possible monopoly pressures," the appeals court
Mobil lawyers told Burger the appeals court's "novel theory to frustrate Mobil's attempt to cure any
alleged antitrust proDlen .s both unprecedented and unfounded."
Lawyers for U.S. Steel urged Burger to reject the emergency request,
stating that otherwise the corporation
and Marathon's shareholders "will be
irreparably harmed."

Drowning instead of murder
possible in Atlanta youth's death
Dr. Richard Eakin

sUfl photo by Dal* Omoti

University still financially solid
by David Slgworth
News staff reporter
Despite the state's continuing financial plight, the University remains on
firm monetary ground, Dr. Richard
Eakin, executive vice provost for
planning and budgeting, said.
State revenues are not meeting
those projected in the budget passed
last fall - an estimated $20 to $30
million shortage in November alone,
according to figures from the state
Office of Budget and Management.
This appears to indicate the necessity
of pulling the first of three trigger
mechanisms in the budget, included
to neutralize a deficit situation.
Under the budget terms, if revenues
do not meet expectations, spending by

state agencies will be cut across-theboard by 1 percent on March 15. This
appears to be a "strong likelihood,"
Eakin said yesterday.

cut) possiblity - probability - we're
doing our budget planning in strong
recognition that that money could be
cut,' Eakin said.
Although the Board's spending authorizations exceeded the University's proposed book revenue, Eakin
said the hiring freeze »ill make up the
difference.

A1 PERCENT cut from the University's budget would mean a snip of
about $400,000, Eakin said. But this
possibility was foreseen by the Board
of Trustees, Eakin said, and a $400,000
contingency reserve was established
He said the University should end
at its November meeting to offset any the year "in a balance condition" and
hinted that positive steps will be ancut.
The reserve was part of a spending nounced by Interim President Dr.
authorization package totaling almost Michael Ferrari at the Board meeting
$1.7 million, more than half of which Friday morning.
was earmarked for salaries. Eakin
Only one of the other trigger mechsaid the other authorizations would anisms - a .25 percent increase in
not be endangered by the possible cut. utility taxes in April - could affect the
"Acknowledging that (1 percent University, Eakin said.

ATLANTA (AP) - A medical examiner testified vesterday he could not
rule out accidental drowning as the
cause of death for Jimmy Ray Pavne,
one of two black youths for whose
murders Wayne Williams is standing
trial.

water or mud was found in his lungs,
sinuses or air passages.

but would reveal the state's evidence
like "a jigsaw puzzle with a lot of
pieces fitting in.
BINDER CHALLENGED Zaki's
Binder told the jury that the defense
ruling of homicide by referring to a would present a picture of Williams as
report he obtained from the district a precocious youth with doting parattorney's office in which investigat- ents and teachers who thought well of
ing officer J.P. Wilhoit stated that him. "The theory of our case is you
Williams, a 23-year-old black free- Zaki said had it not been for the other don't get a killer from a boy who was
lance photographer, is charged with killings, he would have called Payne's raised like this one was," lie said.
killing Payne, 21, and Nathaniel death an accidental drowning.
Among the other early witnesses,
Cater, 27. They are two of the 28 young
Zaki denied he made that statement
blacks whose deaths over 22 months about Payne, saying Wilhoit had been Payne's mother, Ruby Jones, and his
girlfriend, Cathleen Turner, said
have been investigated by a special asking him general questions.
Atlanta police task force. No arrests
But he did admit that the string of Payne had never mentioned Williams
have been made in the 26 other slayings contributed to his changing and they had never seen him before
they walked into the courtroom yesthe manner of death.
deaths.
"Just in the month of March, we terday.
In the opening day of testimony,
defense attorney Alvin Binder ques- had two bodies found in the south
Ms. Jones' voice cracked with emotioned Fulton County Associate Medi- river in Dekalb County. We had one
cal Examiner Salen Zaki at length found one week prior to that of Mr. tion as Slaton asked her to identify
about why he amended Payne's death Payne. I would be foolish not to con- [lictures of her dead son. She said she
ast saw Payne on April 21, 1981, six
certificate to change the manner of sider this."
days before his body was pulled from
death from "undetermined" to "homicide" about a month after Williams
IN HIS BRIEF opening statement, the Chattahoochee River northwest of
Fulton County District Attorney Le- Atlanta.
was arrested.
Zaki conceded he could not rule out wis Slaton told the jury of eight blacks
drowning in Payne's death, although and four whites that he did not intend
he said that was unlikely because no to lay out all his arguments initially.

Campus Security steps up investigations into property theft
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter
A rash of crimes, especially bicycle, vehicle accessory and petty
thefts, caused the crime rate at the
University to increase last year.
But, despite the rise in the number
of crimes, William Bess, Campus
Safety and Security, said the number
remained low due to security's effort
to work harder in their investigation
procedures and by students to take
more precautions with their belongrecent wire service stories
reported dramatic increases in criminal activity at the University, Bess
said yesterday that these reports apply directly to theft offenses in particular.
"A comparison of other criminal
activity in today's review, comparing
the first six months of this fiscal year
to last fiscal year, shows decreases in
personal crime.assaults, menacing
and sexual assualts," he said.

The thefts are not always the result
of owner carelessness, Bess said. The
thieves are usually an organized
group of people who intend to steal
bikes, carrying with them the tools
necessary to do so, such as bolt and
cable cutters. Bess said the bicycles
stolen most often were the ones in the
best shape because they are the most
profitable for thieves.
CAMPUS SECURITY reported an
estimated 11 percent clearance rate,
which includes either recovery of the
stolen bicycle or an arrest referral.
The victim of a theft may not get their
property back, Bess said, but the thief
will be caught.
Most owners whose bicycles are
found never get them returned because they never registered the serial
number with either Parking Services
or the Bowling Green Police Department, be explained. Without proof of
ownership, Campus Security cannot
return stolen property.

The number of bicycles being reAlthough these crimes decreased, covered and returned is increasing,
bike thefts Increased. A total of 207 Bess said, adding that over 20 will be
bicycles were reported stolen in 1980- returned sometime in the future if
II, compared to 150 bike thefts in 1979- their owners come by to claim them.
In an effort to reduce future statis80.

tics, an investigative team is taking
more time to get the bicycles back
and is also working closely with the
bicycle files, he said. Campus Security can enter the serial number of a
stolen bike into the National Crime
Information Center so cities all across
the U.S. will know who to contact if it
is recovered.
The number of University burglaries increased from 86 in 1979-80 to 121
in 198041. The most popular areas
burglarized were the dormitory
rooms, Bess said.
STUDENTS ARE BECOMING a
little more careful in locking or closing their dorm room doors because
they realize it is getting harder to
replace stolen items, he said. As a
result, thieves are resorting to aggressive methods of breaking in.
The hardest-hit dorms in 1980-81
were Harshman Quadrangle with 28
thefts and Kreischer Quadrangle with
20. Founders had 11 burglaries and all
fraternity houses combined, had 13.
Popular items to steal include stereos, books, money, meal coupons
and wallets - things that are easy to
get out of the room with the least
continued on pig* 3

3 Increased lighting
around the city should
make students' nights
more secure Police Chief
Galen Ash says.

MAJOR CRIMES FOR
1978-79,1979-80 AND 1980-81

ARSON
ASSAULT
BICYCLE THEFTS
BOMB THREATS
BREAKING & ENTERING
BURGLARY
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
DRUG OFFENSE
GRAND THEFT
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT
OTHER SEX OFFENSE
PETIT THEFT
RAPE
ROBBERY/ARMED
ROBBERY
VEHICLE/DAMAGE-TAMPERING
VEHICLE/ACCESSORY THEFT

Inside

78-79

79-80

80-81

3
14
142
2
45
87
39
12
73
11
5
190
0
0
4
144
95

8
28
150
3
46
86
57
11
131
13
5
282
2
0
0
132
48

1
22
207
0
47
121
47
9
106
5
3
287
2
1
1
92
94

4 A proposed presidential order will scrap a
1978 rule that government secrecy be balanced
against the public's right to
know if President Reagan
signs on the line.
6BG's basketball team
scored a 68-65 overtime
victory last night at
Ohio University. Sophomore
Bill Szabo scored the winning
points for the Falcons.

Weather
Cloudy. High in the low 20s,
low 5. 60 percent chance of
precipitation.

ITteKNmJaaawrT. HO

Opinion
Sanctions ii
against Soviet Union
Once again, the United States government is distraught
over the failure of an ally to follow in America's path
by adopting sanctions against a foreign government. In
this case, it is Chancellor Helmut ■ Schmidt of West
Germany.
As voters and future leaders, we should learn from the
level-headedness of Chancellor Schmidt, rather than
persist in the "paranoid cowboy" politics exhibited by the
Reagan Administration.
Jimmy Carter found out in 1980 that economic sanctions
are no longer affective in dealing with the Soviet Union.
We feel the sanctions imposed on Poland and the Soviet
Union have such a small basis for legal justification that
the U.S. should expect nothing more than what it got from
Schmidt, or what it will probably get from any other
leader besides staunch Reagan supporter Margaret
Thatcher of Great Britain.
Unfortunately, those being punished the most by the
sanctions are the Polish people themselves, the same
Poles who make up Solidarity. And the Polish elderly and
children will suffer hardships as well.
The Polish ^government should be commended for its
dealings with Solidarity. What most people forget is that it
was unprecedented for a communist country to even allow
a union such as Solidarity to exist in the first place. The
Polish government went beyond that and actually negotiated and made revolutionary concessions to the union.
But, in the end, Solidarity simply wanted too much.
At the union's last meeting, the radical factions of
Solidarity urged the union to call for a national referendum to let the people decide between Solidarity and the
Polish government. In other words, Solidarity wanted to
take over for the government. (What would Reagan do if
the United Auto workers called for the same type of
referendum?) That means Poland was on the brink of
either anarchy or civil war. Lech Walesa knew it. and he
warned his union. Jaruzelski knew it, and he declared
martial law.
Jaruzelski made his momentous decision, and that was
his right as protected by international law. The U.S. has a
Erovision in its constitution for the imposition of martial
iw, and that action was taken by that great protector of
liberty, Abraham Lincoln, during the Civil War.
International law says that all sovereign nations have
the right to act in their own national interests without
interference from outside interests. It said that in 1861,
and it says that 120 years later.
The repercussions from the sanctions will take some
time to niter down. As it appears now, the results will
firobably be the loss of an opportunity to gain influence in
he Eastern Bloc and the further destruction of the Polish
economy; the further loss of business with the Eastern
Bloc for American businesses and farmers, businesses
that will gladly be picked up by other countries; a further
setback in detente with the Soviet Union; and further
fracturing of the NATO alliance.
Look closely at those losses. Are we punishing their
economy or ours?
As much as we hate to admit it, the Soviet Union is now
an equal superpower that can't be dealt with like an
unruly child. We have to face the fact that in 1956 and 1968,
when the Soviets invaded Hungary and Czechoslovakia,
respectively, sanctions would have worked against a then
far-inferior opponent. But those methods are outdated
now, and nothing will bring back the opportunities we lost
when we failed to act all those years ago.

Letters.

BOSTON-The last year has been
rounded up by now. The lists are in.
The best and the worst have been
marched by tens into their cubbyhole
of history.
One year has been duly labeled,
assessed, and filed away for safekeeping. Another year has opened up in
front of us like a clean appointment
calendar.
1961. 1982. In some ways, New
Year's Day has been the most American of all the holidays. In the east, the
Chinese name their years, give them
a tag of continuity, cycle the past into
the present. Here we number them.
We nave wanted our years fresh, like
our starts.
But somehow it doesn't seem the
same now. I think there is less belief
in the new this year.
We've been a people with enormous
enthusiasm for beginnings. The idea
of a "new" year - one after the other
after the other - fit us. We paid
homage to each with our interminable
resolutions. Out of some restlessness
or energy or discontent, we kept turning the future into our promised land.
Other countries may call us the
establishment. But in the core of our
own mythology, we have thought of
ourselves as the children of the New
World. The ones who started from
scratch, who chose adventure, risk,
change. Over and over again, each
generation.
Now, in Paris, the nouvelle cuisine
has been declared passe. In America,
newness itself has become jaded.
Perhaps too many people tried to
con us with the label "new" when
nothing was new but the label. Like
consumers faced with yet another
"improved" product, we finally
balked.
Last year the fashionable politicians called themselves New Conservatives. To be a new conservative,
they told us, was not a contradiction
in terms, but a chic philosophical
outfit. After a year it looks more like
an old philosophy: survival of the
fittest.
Last year they coined a "new"
economic plan for the age. Today, the
Reaganomics of the Eighties looks
like theglossy updated Hoovernomics
of the Thirties.

Focus
by Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnist

Now when I hear the word new, my
ears timgle with suspicion. I read a
book trumpeting a "new" movement
of parents, calling them "The New
Traditional Parents." I read an article about the interminable disarmament talks which are renamed
"START." It sounds like they are
selling toothpaste or hair conditioner.
The polls, if not the policies, show

our view of our world has gradually
changed. We know now, even when
our leaders think we don't, that there
are no limitless resources, no endless
frontiers. We know we can no longer
use "it" up and move on to something,
someplace, new.
There is less willingness to deal
with the environment as if there were
another New World. We can't spoil the
Pacific coast and go looking tor another, pollute this air and breathe
another, bomb this civilization and
start again.
At our sanest, we know that it is
madness to triage Detroit and move
its people to Dallas, to close the old
cities and start again. The sense that
we should value what we have has
spread to our family lives. There is,

palpably, a diminished desire to adventure, and a search for emotional
shelter.
Some of us may mourn this end of
our beginnnings. But more of us are
ready to move on, at least, to a
middle. This stage, like middle age,
comes with values to its own.
In the middle we may move from
yearning to maintaining. We may
take fewer risks, but have a greater
respect for commitments. We may be
better caretakers of ourselves, and
each other. Not a bad trade-off.
1982.1 don't know what this number
will mean to us. Maybe it will resonate like 1066 or 1775 or 1914. Maybe it
will pass unobtrusively through to
1983. But with any luck, it will be a
Happy-Not-Quite-So-New-Year.

Alligators swimming from upper class status
Focus
The alligator, once the symbol of
good breeding, status, and affluence,
is dead. It has been laughed away in
recent "preppie" satires, by young
people wno have no respect for tradition of the establishment which has
made this country what it is today.

When I was a boy, the one thing I
always dreamed of was wearing an
alligator on my tennis shirt. In those
days you couldn't just go into a store
and buy one - you had to be born to it.
The best ana brightest wore alligators. It was an unspoken badge of
honor reserved for the finest families
in America.
The shirts, imported from France,
could only be found in the most exclusive stores in the United States, and
you had to produce references from
three people who owned alligators on
their shirts before the salesman was
permitted to sell you one.
When you saw a man with an alligator on the left side of his chest (women
were forbidden to wear them before
World War II), you knew he was
somebody. He walked with assurance, ignoring the stares of lesser

achieved, the alligator would never be and replaced the alligator with a
ours.
clenched fist.
This never stopped me from having
When the elite found out that anyfantasies about it. I dreamed someday that I would be walking across the one could buy an alligator tennis
campus at the University of Southern shirt, they wanted nothing more to do
California, and some tanned frater- with the symbol.
nity man, whose father had made it in
Whatever the reason, the alligator
real estate, would tap me on the is now being sold not only on tennis
shoulder, hand me a green alligator shirts, but nightgowns, baby blankets,
and whisper, "You are now one of underwear and T-shirts. It is being
worn by students who go to commuus."
It never happened, of course, be- nity colleges, and even kids who
cause in those days people had stan- didn't finish high school.
The final blow for the alligator
dards.
No one knows exactly when the came this year, when anyone at an
symbol of the alligator went downhill. Ivy League college wearing one was
Some blame the French who got hooted with derision and treated with
greedy and started making more alli- scorn by his peers.
It's the ena of an era for America.
gator shirts than there were people
worthy of wearing them. Others say it So far, the persons who were able to
prove
who they were by the animal
came about when the Izod company
they wore have no symbol to replace
decided to make them for women.
Still others maintain it happened the alligator. They've lost their idenwhen the better country clubs relaxed tity and, for many, their raison d'
the rules and allowed people to play etre.
For those of us who dreamed that
tennis and golf without wearing an
someday we would play tennis in an
alligator on their shirts.
But one cannot ignore the anti-Viet- alligator shirt, the fantasy has turned
nam war protests when the affluent to ashes. And with good reason. Sears
Roebuck is holding a sale on Alligator
youths turned against their parents, Jockey
shorts.

by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

mortals. On the tennis court he always got his first serve in; his backhand was impeccable. He hit his
forehand and ground strokes with the
confidence of a person who know who
he was, and what his class stood for.
He was considered by parents as
the most eligible catch for their
daughter. A young man entitled to
wear an alligator would be a winner
all his life - and if he wasn't, he would
always have a trust fund from his
grandfather to get him through the
tough times.
Only those educated in our finest
prep schools and private colleges
dared wear the revered animal.
Those of us who came from the
other side of the tracks know no
matter how much wealth we accumulated, or how much fame we

DOONESBURY

SGA needs officers
On Nov. 4th and 5th, 1981, the BGSU
student body overwhelmingly ap-

firoved a new Student Body Constituion. We are now in the process of
setting up elections so that the first
group of officers can run Student
Government under the new constitu-
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New year may actually be a retread
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tion. For the newly ratified system of
Student Government to work, we need
your help!
Ideally, we would like to have four
or five candidates running for every
position. The process for becoming a
candidate is very simple. All you need
to do is go to 405 Student Services
Bldg. and pick up a blank petition
form. Then get 25 signatures and turn
in the petition by Jan. 13 at 5 p.m. in
405 Student Services. All the positions
outlined in the new constitution will be
up for election.
We also need people to man the
polls on election day. The election will
be Jan. 20 and 21, so if you have a
couple of free hours to volunteer, you
can contact us at 405 Student Services. The only restriction on pollworkers is that they not be connected with
anyone's campaign and remain neutral while at the polling booth.
Finally, we need the help of every
student on campus on election day;
Vote. Student Government can be a
vital, important force at BGSU. Student Government can, and will, work
if it is supported by the student body.
Mlchaal Qrayion

Co-Chairparson,

Elections • Opinions
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C/fy w/7/ sfted new/ //grM on high-risk areas
by Kyle Silvers
News staff reporter
Soon, students can feel a little more
secure walking around town.
Police Chief Galen Ash, head of the
City Traffic Commission, has recommended that high intensity lighting be
installed at high-risk areas throughoat the city.
Ash said he views the lights as as
deterrents to both assaults and thefts.
"Lights are the cheapest insurance, he said, adding that potential
criminals are discouraged by welllighted areas.
"They deal in the darkness, so to
speak, to be undetermined," he said.
Ash added that he expects the increased lighting to have a significant
impact on crime.

"I THINK the city will be very
cooperative. I suspect it will have
some pretty favorable results," he
said.
Ash-explained that the lights will be
installed in the Ridge Street School
area, as well as at Wooster and Court
Streets, and further down on Court
Street, where there are several abandoned houses which have been the
scene for attempted assaults.
He said he had no estimate of when
the lights would be installed, but said
he hoped they would be finished before more people venture outside.
"It would be my hope that it would
be by early spring," he said.
THE BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES must approve the project first,
he said.

Not only will new lights be installed,
some will be replaced with a more
effective type, Director of Public Utilities Lyle Wright said.
Wright said the new high pressure
sodium vapor street lights are part of
an ongoing program.
"We are in a continuing program of
replacing the mercury vapor lights
with the high pressure sodium vapor
lights," he said. "Probably all year
we will be working on this. We're
going to work our way into the program while we're doing other things
that need to be done."
Some of the pinkish or yellow lights
already have been installed at a few
locations throughout the city.
EIGHT OF THE LIGHTS have been
placed at the intersection of Main and

Wooster Streets, he said.

Others are located on E. Wooster
Street and on the 1-75 entrance and
exit ramps, he said.
Next on the list are high-pedestrian
or high-risk areas, which Ash selects,
he said.
"Chief Ash is trying to light up the
night a little better,"lie said. "We're
trying to put them in high priority or
high risk areas at this time. We're
attempting to catch those first. We're
interested in saving lives."
WRIGHT ESTIMATED that about
100 of the sodium lights, which cost
$92 each and are available in 150, 250
and 400-wattages, will be installed
throughout the city.
The current mercury lights will be
put in storage and used to replace

crime-j22U282J—
amount of suspicion. Bess said.
Stolen items worth under $150 are
designated as petty thefts. A total of
282 were reported in 1979-80 and 287 in
198M1 with 50 percent occurring in
residence halls.
Petty thefts occur also In the library, Student Recreation Center,
dining halls and the ice arena, and
any place where there is a lot of foot
traffic, large groups of people or
nobody around. There is less reason
—=
_

for suspicion in these areas, he explained.
THEFTS IN UNATTENDED CARS
parked in lots used by students living
on campus is also on the rise, Bess
said, especially in the parking areas
behind the football stadium and the
cemetery. The number increased
from 48 In 197940 to 94 in 1980-81.
Students who live on campus park
their cars in lots and might not check
them for several weeks, he said. Even
though police cars regularly patrol

the parking lot areas, the thieves,
usually outsiders, are still getting
away with stereos, speakers, tape
decks, tapes and batteries. There
were a rash of battery thefts fall
quarter, Bess said.
Aware of the need to further tighten
security in hopes of reducing crime
incidents, Bess said he has officers
spending more time patrolling and
working on solving cases.
He said the city and the University
are working together to know what is

going on between the two jurisdictions. This cooperative effort and
sharing of information on a daily
basis has helped clearance rates, he
added.
BESS SAD) he thought help from
citizens in reporting suspicious activities or crime would also reduce the
number of incidents.
"We're all working together - the
citizens and the police all doing their
jobs," he said. ''We've gotten a good

others as they burn out in low-crime
residential areas.
The sodium lights provide more
light for less power, and therefore are
more economical, he said.
With a life expectancy of six years
or 24,000 hours, the lights cost 10-15
percent more than the mercury lights
initially, but use less wattage than the
400-watt mercury lights.

sible for blinking red lights, be said,
adding that the cost of installing
these, which can run up to $100,000
each, would be prohibitive for the
city.

Ash added that installation of vellow flashing lights was approved by
the City Traffic Commission for the
Derby Street intersection, where student Jane Herrmann was killed Dec.
"We're interested in doing as good a 7, and later at the Frazee and Reed
job as we can at the least amount of Street crossings.
cost we can," he said."It's cheaper to
operate and your benefits are greater.
He added that he is not sure this will
They're a less expensive unit to use be effective, since people often forget
to use caution when crossing the
and they're more efficient."
tracks.
"If it does good for oneperson, then
HOWEVER, one problem left unaffected by the new Lights will be rail- it's worth it,' he said. "The worse the
road crossings, Ash said.
crossing is, the more you should
The railroad companies are respon- look."

response from the public. We want
them to call because we can't be
everywhere."
In comparison to other Ohio universities' crime rates, Bess said the
University is average or below average.
The University of Toledo, for example, has more thefts in student parking lots because a greater percentage
of its students are commuters. There
are fewer burglaries in the dorms and
more in the parking areas, Bess said.

Power outage
leaves city dark
Things were a little dark on the
east side of the city this morning.
A power outage left the east side
of town without lights for a few
minutes around 9 a.m., Lyle
Wright, director of public utilities,
saidT
He said he had no idea what
caused the outage, but had a crew
looking into it.
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SLIPPER/
ROCK
returns

Warm up your
Winter Quarter
with...

Fri., Jan. 8 & Sat., Jan 9
9:30 - ?
$1 COVER

UAO HAPPY HOURS

Get Ready To Rock During Our

Pitcher Happy Hours, 7-9 p.m. Daily

FRIDAY
2:30-5:30 PM
FALCON'S NEST, UNION

CHECK OUT OUR NEW GAMES !

Wooster & State St.

Music Provided by WFAL
Proof of Age(18) Required.
Don't miss the first happy hours of the quarter!

• (You must be 21 after 8 p.m.)'
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Dixie Electric Co.^r3

FIND ALL YOU NEED FOR
— SURVIVAL—THIS WINTER IN
The BG News

lac.

Winter
Survival
Tabloid

An Entertainment Utility

DIXIE & W.I.O.T.
WANT TO WELCOME ALL
BOWLING GREEN STUDENTS
HOME FROM THE HOLIDAYS
WITH

THElstFM-104
HOUSE PARTY!
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RECORDS!
SALE ON NEW

Look! L'*l* IM
Worn Point D.itom Music
Oameflos Record Groove
Eorovor.

DIAMOND

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

'4.00 off

New Needle Tip
Looks Like This
Ball Point Glides Smoothly
Gives Best Pertormences

It takes tour years to get a cotege degree. How
long win it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation yet. why not get your executive career oft
to a flying start as a plot or navigator In the United
States Air Force? It's the finest fight program In
the world, the pay Is excellent, and youl enjoy
the prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force plot or navigator.
ITs one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
And a great place to gain executive experience
with million dollar responstxWy. Finjj out today
about the Air Force flight program. Contact
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COME PLUG YOURSELF IN
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STOP RUINING

GET YOUR CAREER
OFF TO A FLYING
START

This Thursday JAN. 7th 1982
Call 874-2253 For More Info On This
DIXIE EXCLUSIVE

Things (o do
Winter Fashions
Places to Co
Things to Eat
Car Care & Safety
Winter Activities

Special Edition
Wednesday, January 13, 1982
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H your player Wipt on a NEW word. Thti
indicate* that you need to replace your worn
noodle Do » NOW to proloct your precious
records »'om further da moo*

HOW 0U> IS YOUR NEWf?
The 1.1* oi • noodle tip can boot be measured in
PLAYING HOURS An LP record plays about
10 minutes or one third of an hour per tide.
* synthetic Sapphire (better than natural
sapphire) is good for about ID hours. A
PPANSTICML Diamond Tip •soood tor an to
too hours play

ttSN.MAM*
E. WOOSTER ST.

'4.00 off
MM TUB COUPON
6000 THRU
Jm. 23,1982
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Proposed order may increase
government retention of information
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration abruptly cancelled
plans yesterday to brief Congress on a
proposed presidential order that
would let government officials invoke
national security more easily and
more often in Keeping information
from the public.
Stephen Garfinkel, director of the
Information Security Oversight Office, said the briefings, scheduled
today, were postponed to give the
administration more time "to get our
own house in order."
Garfinkel said there were still "issues of substance" to be resolved
inside the* administration, but added
that the replacement of Richard Allen
as President Ronald Reagan's national security adviser this week also
was a factor in the delay.
Garfinkel said the postponement
would give Allen's successor, William
Clark, a chance to express his opinions of differences that remain in the
proposal. Garfinkel refused to say
what those remaining issues were.

Literally:
Making more
out of Life
Sandra Can*, a senior criminal
justice major, brow*** through
more than 500 copies ot old Life
magazines on sale lor 25 cents
each at the library. The mag-,
azinea, donated from various
sources, will be on sale until they
are all gone, circulation supervisor Matt Hungling said. Proceeds
from the sale, sponsored by
Friends of the Library, help the
library to buy more books, administrative assistant Sharon Gilbert
said.

EARLIER, Garfinkel had said he
would present the proposal to the
Senate Judiciary Committee and the
House Intelligence Committee at

Answers regarding college preparatory course and admission recommendations were given to Academic
Council yesterday by two ex-officio
members of the joint commission that
prepared the report.

stall photo by Al Fucht

with hairstyles for
Men & Ladies

only $5.00
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Ml \l MAI I BEAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST.
152-7658
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Dr. Elaine Hairston, director of
special programs for the Ohio Board
of Regents, and Dr. Irene Bandy,
executive director for administration
for the State Department of Education, brought their presentation to the
University to explain and answer

JAN 10

115

ED
655-2193

Save $12/$8/$4 on
After-Holiday special
reduced perm prices at
Command Performance!
Since you've now taken
care of family & friends,
why not do something nice
for yourself, call us at
Command Performance and
make an appointment for
a priced-lower-than-ever
perm of your choice!
SAVE $4 on partial perm:
Now $21 instead of $25
SAVE $8 on a full perm:
Now $27 instead of $35
SAVE $12 on perm & cut:
Now $27 instead of $35
or $37 instead of $49
Open week nights "til 9...
Sat. 9 to 7_. Sun. 12 to 5.
Call our nearest salon
to make your appointment.
We're in the Yellow Pages.

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Oossrood. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon Rd.

TO
LIGHT

educe

Turn East 6 Continue 200 Yds

A

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET

TORCH

* BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for'
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

UNDER
YOU*
LANDLORD

^irrupt

rADDAfr* one cause that doesn't
UAKDAbt* need your contribution.

ATTENTION:

FACULTY and STAFF
MOVING OFF CAMPUS?
Learn Your Rights As A
Tenant At The
Student Consumer Union
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
INFORMATION NIGHT

99 out of 100
eligible Americans
missed a very important
tax deduction last year.
Didyou?
,

SUNDAY, JAN. 10
AT 7:30
115ED.BLDG.

I! you don't have a retirement plan where you work, and if you haven't yet
set up an Individual Retirement Account-you're one ot the W% who miseed a
big tax break but year.
Don't miss it this year. You can set aside up to 12,000 of your Income in a
qualified IRA-and get up to ROOD extra tax deductions tor this calendar
year.
And if you're sell-employed, the deductible limit goes up to 115.000
Why pay out money in taxea when there's a law that says you can keep it
(or your own retirement? You pay no taxes on contribution* or earnings until retlrement-when you'll almost surely benefit from higher exemptions and
a lower tax bracket.
Make sure you deal miss on Hus year. Mall tali coupon today.
IDS- 4271 Monroe St.
Toledo. Ohio 43606
473-1435
'■ v, >. r novel in know molt. HIMHII iiii--..p imnorlnnl I.I* iM<
lion-. i.>. year-t-ntl Pleas*? nibh im vo>ir tiilormalion lii'iai no obligation of course

Moon H. Y«*

Command
Performance
The HakstyHng Place

(Offer good thru 1/17/82 &
may not be used w/ another
special offer or discount)

of mathematics. Further research is
being conducted regarding suggested
units of social studies, science and
foreign language, Bandy said.
Kent State University, Ohio State
University and Youngstown State
University are the only universities
that have adopted or begun formal
procedures for adoption ofthe recommendations. Thus, Hairston and
Bandy have been meeting with state
university officials to aid implementation discussions.
Following a brief video presentation, the two fielded questions ranging
from the arts, staffing of mathematics teachers, admissions and student
success.

PUBLIC RIDING
Vz PRICE DEC- MARCH
WAS $6.00 NOW $3.00

8:30PM

Henants

(

questions regarding the recommendations released last spring by a joint
commission of their respective organizations.
Briefly explaining the formation of
the commission (the first joint effort
between the two organizations),
Hairston said it was formed to
"smooth the transition from high
school to college" after a study by the
Regents revealing a high percentage
of incoming college freshmen requiring remedial courses - 22 percent in
math and 15 percent in English.
Topping the commission's recommendations is that college preparatory curricula include four units of
English and a minimum of three units

BROOKDALE STABLES

TH

rganized

Do something nice
for yourself!
Start this New Year
with a perni style
that can't wash out!

THE ADMINISTRATION'S draft
intelligence order drew criticism on
Capitol Hill for seeking to remove
many of the restrictions imposed on
the CIA in the 1970s. The final order,
signed Dec. 4, broadened the CIA's
powers but not nearly so much as in
the earlier draft.
. The draft of the secrecy order
would scrap President Carter's 1978
rule that government secrecy be balanced against the public's right to

know. It would make national security the sole basis for deciding
whether to apply the secrecy stamp.
In addition, the proposal says that
where there is "reasonable •doubt"
about the need to classify a document,
government officials should keep it
secret. Previous orders said mat
when there was such a question, documents should be released or given the
lowest possible secrecy classification.
Critics contend the proposal also
would effectively exempt the CIA
from the Freedom of Information Act
by mandating withholding of "information relating to intelligence
sources and methods."
"The danger is that we will not be
able to get informat on about CIA
wrongdoing" because the agency
could claim that nearly all its activities relate to its sources and methods, said Morton Halperin, director of
the Center for National Security Studies and a former National Security
Council staff member.
GARFINKEL CALLED Halperin's
claim a "bigoverstatement," arguing
that many CIA actions do not relate to
"sources and methods." And he said
"the stuff that is presumed to be
classified under this (draft) is already heavily classified."

College prep curricula discussed
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

New Year.

closed briefings today.
"I think they will have suggestions
that we will seriously consider," Garfinkel said. He added that the current
timetable calls for Reagan to sign the
new order in February. Congressional
approval is not required.
An initial draft of the order, obtained by The Associated Press in
October, would reverse a 25-year-old
trend toward restricting the power of
government officials to shelter information from public view.
Reagan could simply sign the order,
giving it the force of law. But as in an
earlier executive order governing
U.S. intelligence agencies, the administration is willing to negotiate the
final terms with congressional oversight committees.
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Diversified
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We help people manage money
IDS is maior under writer and e*r.iiisivo investment adviser In it-n investment iiimpanifs

1072 N. MAIN 352-6516
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Driver says obstructed view
caused car/train accident
A Bowling Green women whose car
was hit by a train Tuesday on E. Reed
Street claimed a building obstructed
her view of the oncoming train.
Patti Dunn, a chemistry department clerical specialist, said, because
the University's Fine Arts Annex was
so close to the tracks, she was unable
to see the train until she had begun to
drive her car over them.
"There was a great big evergreen
bush at the end of the building that
hinders it (view of the tracks) even
more," she said.

her car was over the crossing before
she saw the train.
The crossing where the accident
occurred has a railroad warning sign
and also a sign warning about uneven
tracks.
Ted Barber, investigating officer of
the accident, agreed that Dunn's view
was probably obstructed by the building and was already crossing the
tracks before she saw the train. He
said she had stopped the car by the
time the train hit her.
He said the train had a snow plow on
it, and speculated that this prevented
the accident from being more serious
because the train "plowed her off the
track."

DUNN SAID she did not make a
complete stop when she came to the
railroad crossing, and the front end of

Volunteer
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for writers
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_
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Pizza inn.

Dine in Or Take Out
Orders Ready in 20 Minutes
Famous Original Thin Crust
•Great Sicilian Topper "*• salad Bar
Sandwiches • Beverages

CaB attar S p m

campus Si 15 mo ft uW 352 5653

9 00 A M ■ 10:00 F U

■I

Leaaee wd accept leeeonebte rant

Grad seeks rmto to share baauMul home
Very leaaonatsa Can 352 1020

1000pm

on* pisia. «*t the next ummlUr

mlxmfrmm. Buy any Riant

Thin Cms or Sicilian Tbpprr pizza and RTI the nut smaller

student needed to t* house near cam

arts* at THE ARRANGEMENT HAIR. 9KM

LOST AND FOUntO
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Have a special occaaaton'1 Let the make-up
Gooq morrwig Jjft J. 1902

The BG News
106 University Hall

3:30 p.m. Today or Fri.

ClassifiedsCAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

JMW)

needed wtr

close to campus Coat
utelies CM 354-1202

Qtr for house
Si20m>

plus

F rmle needed tor Wtr ft Spr Otrs Heat
^nctorled^ta«WjSpa35^0l7^^^^^

LAUNDRY

FACILITIES

LEASING FOR SUMMER ft FALL
THURSTIN AVE 352-5435

NOW
451

2 bdrm furn apts 831 7th Si Tenant pay*
unry Mactnctfy

9 mo

leese

CM John

Newtove Reel Fstale 352-6553

CdPIOIMtEtER®
A perfectly matched system from Sony features
a 22 watt per channel stereo receiver; a direct
dnve, semi-automatic turntable, and 2
Synergistics S-20 speakers The Sony FX-2 cassette
deck and the component rack pictured are

Best haircut in town
for only $9.95?
WHERE?
Command Performance!
Students & Golden Buckeye
Card participants pay less
at Cornmand Pertorrnance!
Just $9.95 for shampoo &
haircut alone, or 10% off
reg price for shampoo, cut
& styling ALSO SAVE 10%
ON ANY OTHER SERVICE:
perm, coloring, skin care,
or hair removal. Open week
nights 'til 9.. Sat. 9 to 7_
Sun 12 to 5. Appointments
not needed, but recommended for perrnanents &
coloring For more information, give us a call.
We're in the Yeftow Pages.

Command
Performance
The Hairstyling Place
1072 N. MAIN 352-6516

optional items.
HliilliP-4
20 wan per channel
AMfM stereo
receiver Srandnew
loan entire ane of
quaarv componeno!

Save »75.05

was $575.00

174

*475.00

(WPIONEsER

^Infinity

O

hoeiewf St-4
Try the new uhra-dynarnK
sound ofPioneee
headphones to get

Save '45.05
Was $75.00

Lower noise and higher output
makes this budget priced 2 pack
a real mover, especially at this
low pnce!

Save »4.81

$

3.49
harTnan kardon

WnSortyQe
Quality sound reproduction in a
two-way bookshelf speaker.
Features the exclusive Emit
tweeter!

thai STATE -Of-THEART
sound in phvstel

TDK D-C*> 2 pack

Was $8.30

$

Was $250.00

Save »100.00

&TDK

Save'51.00

$

*99.00

29.95

Was $150.00

Hvmu Kudo* H.K. 100
Brand new cassette deck from H>. with Dolby,
metal capabilily. Super Sendusl bead, mpx fiKer.
bias tnm. output level, and LED display I

Was $279.95

Save '60.00

These are just a sample of our many quality sale Hems!

SOME ITEMS ARE LIMITED ...
SO HURRY!!!
GUARANTKD PRrCt KHhCY
COAW-Unri Mm/Id DO>ARTMfNT

248 SOUTH MAIN - BOWLING GREEN (352-3595)

SALE ENDS

Jan.16th!

"Also shop our three other great locations"
5206 MONRO€ ST.
5122 HtATHERDOWNS
400 S. MAIN ST.
TOLEDO, OHIO
TOLEDO, OHIO
FINOLAY, OH
885-3547
381-0465
424-1191

OPEN: Moofay- Friday NoentMl 9 P.M. - Saturday 10 A.M. W 5:30 P.M.

7, IM2 S
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Szabo leads BG to 68-65 OT win
by Joe Meuer
Newt f ports editor

ATHENS - Sophomore Bill Szabo
sank four free throws in the final 36
seconds of overtime to finally decide
what was a wild Mid-American Conference game between Bowling Green
and Ohio University last night
Sxabo's free throws sealed a 8fr65
win for the Falcons, who are now 7-4
overall and 1-0 in the conference. OU
dropped to 3-5 overall, 0-1 in the MAC.
Szabo, who had scored just two
points in regulation time, first hit both
ends of a one-and-one opportunity
with 36 seconds left. But OU's Jeff
Thomas quickly countered with an 18foot jumper to cut the lead to one
point, 66-65, with 30 seconds left.
BG then tried to run the clock, but
Szabo was fouled again with just eight
seconds left. The fr6 forward calmly
stepped to the line, rolled the first
chanty toss in, and then drilled a
second one home to ice the victory for
the Falcons.
"I WAS JUST thinking follow
through, follow through," Szabo said
of the game-winners.
The game was a see-saw affair
from the beginning of the second half
on. 11 times in the second half, the
game was tied.
The Falcons were paced most of the
time by another sophomore forward,
Bill Fame, who posted a career-high
23 points in the game. It was Faine
who sank a pair of free thows with
2:39 left in overtime, and seemingly
mt BG in command of the game, 6$-

B

Joe Harrison added another free
throw just seconds later that gave the
Falcons a five-point lead, but the
game was far from over.
"I did not feel safe," BG coach John
Weinert said. "I didn't feel safe until
the ballgame was over."
OU's Kirk Lehman, who led the
Bobcats with 16 points, stole the ball
and added an ensuing layup to cut the
lead to 64-61.
THE FALCONS called time out
with 1 minute left, but an errant
David Greer pass was picked off by
OU's Rick Scarberry and Thomas
nailed a 15-foot bankshot to cut the
lead to one point again.
Shortly thereafter, however, Lehman committed his fifth personal foul
and Szabo sank a crucial freethrow
before 5,472 screaming fans at the
Convocation Center.
It was a physical game which saw
seven players foul out in addition to
Lehman, Eddie Hicks, Nate Cole,
John Devereaun and Dick Alexander
also fouled out for the Bobcats. Four
of the five OU players who fouled out
were starters, and Alexander was one
of the first players on the bench.
David Jenkins and John Flowers
fouled out for the Falcons, who held
an eight-point, 33-25 advantage at
ha If time.
"They've got a pretty good ballclub.
I thought in the second half they
worked their offense very well," Weinert. "He (OU coach Danny Nee) is
very confident in his bench. '
OU's second-half resurgence was

largely led by the play of the 6-7
Devereaun, who finished the game
with 15 points and nine rebounds,
most of which came in the second
half. Devereaun fouled out with 2:39
left in the overtime period.
BG'S HALFTIME advantage
quickly disappeared when they failed
to score a field goal in the first 9:30 of
the second half.
Devereaun hit a short jumper to
give OU the lead for the first time
since it was 1-0 early in the game.
Devereaun's jumper with 11:41 left in
regulation, gave Ohio a 37-36 edge.
From then on, the two teams virtually
traded baskets for the remainder of
the contest.
Faine drove for a layup with 1:23
left to put BG up by two, 57-55, but that
was to be the Falcons' last basket
scored in regulation.
Lehman was called for an offensive
foul to give the Falcons the ball back,
but moments later, Lehman redeemed himself by stealing the ball,
drawing a foul and sinking two charity tosses with 39 seconds left to tie it,
57-57.
Marcus Newbem missed the front
end of a one-and-one opportunity with
13 seconds left to give the Bobcats a
shot at winning the game in regulation time. However, Thomas was unable to get down-floor after the OU
timeout.
FAINE'S DESPERATION shot at
the buzzer in regulation wasn't even
close, but he more than made up for it

Cagers hand OU
first loss at home

in the rest of the game. Faine hit a
short half hook shot shortly after
entering the game in the first half,
and made just about everything else
from then on. Faine finished with
seven of nine field goal attempts, and
hit nine of 10 from the free-throw line.
"That jump-hook is one of my best
shots down low," said Faine, whose
previous high point effort had been
eight. "It helps to make that first
shot. It gives-you a lot of confidence."

ATHENS - Bowling Green's
women's basketball team ended
Ohio University's home undefeated
streak at four games at OU's Athletics Convocation Center with a 7262 victory.
The Falcons, 94 overall, got off
to a slow start as the two teams
traded baskets during the games
opening minutes. However, following a basket by BG's Cary McGehee, who turned in another
outstanding performance coming
off the bench, the Falcons went on
to outscore OU 16-8 over the next
four minutes and held a 36-27 advantage at the half.

Newbem, who had been averaging
21.3 points per game, was held to 11
points, four of which came in the
overtime period. Jenkins also was
held well below his average, scoring
just four points.
Lamar Jackson, the only other Falcon to score in double figures with 10
EDints, injured his hip in the game,
ut it is not known how serious the
injury is.
"I was happy with our defense on
their stars, but we dug ourselves a
hole in the first half and couldn't get
out," Nee said. "Give BG credit, they
bent but the never broke."

BG increased its lead to 44-29 in
the second half as the Falcons
reeled off eight unanswered points
after OU's Karen Gregory open the
second half with a basket. The
Bobcats (4-6 overall) refused to
quit. With less than five minutes
remaining in the game, OU railed
to within live points (65-60) thanks

(AP) George Rogers of the New
Orleans Saints and Tony Dorsett of
the Dallas Cowboys, who finished 1-2
in rushing, and Cincinnati quarterback Ken Anderson, the passing
champion, make up the backfield of
The Associated Press All-Pro team
for the National Football League's
1981 season.

Two rookies also are on the first
team - comerback Ronnie Lott of the
San Francisco 49ers and linebacker
Lawrence Taylor of the New York
Giants.
The Cowboys and 49ers, who play
Sunday for the National Conference
championship, placed 11 players on
The AP's first and second teams
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The Brothers

extend the invitation
of Rush 8:00-10:00
Thurs. Jan. 7

Along with Anderson, Cincinnati
has tackle Anthony Munoz and punter
Pat McInaUy on the first team and
rookie Cris Colllnsworth on the second
team.
»ttfM—t»»»ntttt,tt

Commuter
Off
372-0360
Campus
Organization

present:

and

announced Tuesday and selected by a
nationwide panel of 84 sports writers
and broadcasters.

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

WANTED: ESCORTS
Call

Jan. 11th

TWO LATE FREE throws by
BG's Cathy Smlthey with 27 seconds remaining, iced the victory
for the Falcons, their second win
against no losses in the MAC. BG
coach Cathy Bole said that she is
pleased with her team's performance, despite the fact the Falcons
did not shoot as well from the floor
(37.5 percent) as in previous
games.
"This was our first game since
coming back to school, and we just
need to get back into the routine of
things," Bole said. "I thought we
shot much better from the free
throw line tonight and I was happy
for that. They pressed us a lot and I
think that slowed us down a little."
The Falcons were led by Sue
Pokelsek, who was the game's
leading score with 21 points. Chris
Tuttle and McGehee each added 10.

Anderson heads All-Pro backfield
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Coming This
Monday Night

to some fine play by Jackie Bonus
and Diane Baker, who lead the
Bobcats with 16 and 17 points re-

\
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Some Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

ACGFA INFORMATION SESSIONS

352-7031

>
\

•Organizations which are funded or which seek to be funded by the general fee aref
'invited to participate in ACGFA information sessions. The purpose of these ses-l
Isions is to inform members of ACGFA about an organization's purpose, pro-|
jgrams, goals and objectives. These sessions are separate from budget hearings. >

'Organizations wishing to participate should submit a written statement of the \
(organization's purpose, programs, goals and objectives to the Dean of Students*
jOffice, 305 Student Services Building by Friday, January 15. Information ses-j
Jsions will be held on Saturday, January 23 and Sunday, January 24. Organiza-*
Itions will be assigned a time to appear before ACGFA when the statements are!
(submitted.
t
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RING IN THE
NEW YEAR....

SATURDAY NIGHT!

BGSU vs. C. MICHIGAN
8:00 p.m.
ANDERSON ARENA
(FALCON WOMEN PLAY AT 5:30)

COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

Bring your I.D.,
■owling Giftn PQL^ State University
BOWLING GREEN. 0^0 43403

■ JOHN Q STUDENT

417 02 7976 "

27

*°

g*K« o -£*uj0*t
VAIIO 0«l» WITH CUMIN! OUMTIH VM.IIMTION

1532 So** ftnr Rood. TbJrdo. OMo 43614
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Get in Free

..SPECIALS AT THE BAR ALL EVENING...SPECIALS...SPECIALS-SPECIALS...

TICKETS ON SALE DAILY AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE.
BENCH RESERVED

$4.00

ADULT GEN. ADMISSION
YOUTH GEN. ADMISSION

$3.00
$2.00

